Aetheric Ray Deflector
Solid Brass Goggles

"Alright, ladies!" the Sergeant yelled to the small group of six men and two women. "As we pass
o'r the A.S V Drion, you sorry lot will jump out this 'ere 'atch and land on top 'er gas bag. Then
Corporal Grayson 'ere will cut through the skin and you will board 'er. We will come 'round an'
pass under 'er exactly six minutes after you leave. Everyone got that? Only one pass. You don't
make it, you get to enjoy the pleasure of the Count's fine 'ospitality lill'e sees fit to toss your bum
out o'er the channel:'
Sergeant Armstrong always gave the most encouraging speeches just before every boarding
action. He once told a midshipman he was going to need "further training:' This did not concern
the middy much till it was explained that it involved Sergeant Armstrong throwing him in front of
an oncoming train if he failed to get it right the next time.
"I am certain none of you 'ave any questions, so line up bs'ind the Corporal 'ere. Goggles
down! ... On my mark .... GO!"
-From MV Life in the Air, by Ms. Adelaide Grayson
(Major, Her Majesty's Aero-Forces, Het.]

q)hether

know where she might get a pair of her own.

~t!lV(or "privateer"

Stylish brass goggles are the designer shoes of the
neo- Victorian world, and quality speaks for itself.

you are a dashing airship pirate
if you prefer to feign an
air of legitimacy), skywayman (not to be confused
with the more mundane "highwayman"), or simply
the maddest of scientists, nothing screams
STEAMPUNK! quite as loudly as a good pair of
genuine brass goggles. Certainly, you could buy
some cheap plastic welding goggles and paint them
up, but then you would actually have to be seen
wearing them.
Once, when I was walking about London with a
pair of my handmade goggles hanging about my
neck, a woman darted out of a shop to ask me if I
was a steampunk. And, of course, she wanted to

Project Description
In this chapter, we'll build a simple and nearly
indestructible set of Steampunk brass goggles.
I began manufacturing these in 1998, and this
design has been frequently copied by others who
could not come up with their own designs-but my
design is rarely equaled. When I first started
producing these goggles, the public didn't quite
know what to make of them. "Why would you
27
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want goggles made of brass?" I was frequently
asked. "Well it is a sort of Steampunk aesthetic,"

You can acquire the slip coupling at your local

questions would inevitably follow, and I would try

plumbing supply store. The cheapest way to get
both the jacket- and the belt-weight leathers is to
go to a thrift store and buy an old leather jacket

to explain, but I would invariably end up saying
something to the extent of "Well just wait. ... You'll
see .... It will come around." And so it has. The

and a lightweight leather belt; otherwise, you can
get them from a leather craft store along with the
buckle, the rivets, and the "D" rings. The hardware

fact that you are reading this book, and that you

can also be purchased at a craft store or sizable

are specifically reading this chapter, because you
are interested in making for yourself a genuine pair

fabric store, preferably one with a craft
department. As for the acrylic sheet, try asking at a

of brass goggles, is evidence that this design has
finally become a standard.

place that offers replacement glass and window
repair. If you tell them what you are making, they

I would reply. Then the "What is Steampunk?"

might even just give you a small piece large

What You'll Need
Now then, let's get started. To complete this
project, you will need to get your hands on the
following materials and tools.

enough for your needs, so you can avoid having to
buy ?- much larger piece. You can usually find the
spray paint, tape, glue, and the acrylic sheets at a
hardware or builder supply store.

Tools
Materials
'%%l

1, 1 I/2-inch, 22-gauge, rough brass slip
coupling (pipe fitting), at least 4 inches long,
with nuts

0'0

1 roll masking tape, 1112 inches wide

0'0

1 can flat black spray paint

0'0

1 piece of soft leather, light jacket weight, at
least 6-by-I 0 inches total

0'0

I8-inch (approx.) length of I/4-inch cord

0'0

20 (approx.) small brass double-cap rivets

0'0

2 feet (approx.) of light belt-weight leather, at
least l-inch wide

0'0

10 (approx.) medium-size brass double-cap
rivets

0'0

5 (approx.) large brass double-cap rivets

0'J

3, I/2-inch "D" rings

G0

1, I/2-inch square or oval center bar buckle

G0

1I8-inch transparent acrylic sheet, at least
4-by-3 inches

G0

Paper

00

Scissors

00

Rotary punch

G0

Marker pen

G0

Leather gloves

%%l

Center punch

0'0

Safety glasses

00

Bench vise

0>:'

Leather scraps

G0

Power drill with Il16-inch and 1I8-inch metalrated drill bits

0>:'

Band saw

0>:'

Rotary tool with a selection of sanding drums

G0

Sandpaper, I80-grit and 280-grit

G0

Medium steel wool

0':J

Utility knife

00

Small hobby square

0'0

Heavy scissors (for cutting leather)

00

I2-inch ruler
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Craft glue

~

Steel pipe and 2-by-4s

~

Awl or small hole punch

~

Strap cutter

~

2 heavy needles

~

Heavy button thread

~

Isopropyl alcohol

c&::>

Paper towels

~

Anvil (or suitable substitute)

~

Rivet setting tool

Stage 1: Trace the Pattern
onto the Slip Coupling
Step

1
Refer to Figure 5-1 for the pattern
we'll use, or feel free to create your own pattern.
You may be thinking, "Why not just cut the pieces
with a nice straight cut? Wouldn't that be so much
easier?" Figure 5-1 shows you the shape of the

(~ Hammer
~

"Internet shipping" labels

~

Quick clamp

~

Coping saw

ocular; it is curved so it will contour to your face
instead of making you look like a catfish with your
eyes sticking out the side of your head when you
wear them. It also indicates the location of all the
holes needed.

Alternative Tools
~

Rotary tool cut-off wheel

~

Drill press

~

Aviation snips

~

3-inch brass wire wheel

~

Emery board

See the page after Appendix C with Figure 5-1
set to scale so you can cut out and use as a pattern.
Set your rotary punch on the smallest hole and
punch the holes in the pattern where indicated.

Step 2

~

Sewing machine capable of stitching leather

~

Lockstitch sewing awl

Clean any oils and dirt from the pipe

fitting like the one shown next, and remove the
nuts from the ends. If you see rubber gaskets
inside the nuts, get rid of them.

GASKET HOLES

HOLE NO.1

HOLE NO.5

HOLE NO.5

Overlap

o

o
51/2"

VENT HOLES
Figure 5-1
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Pattern for ocular and holes

---=:----------:=--=---

Diagram No.1
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Stage 2: Drill the Vent
and Rivet Holes
I prefer to drill all the holes before cutting the pipe
fitting into shape. It is easier to manipulate the
larger piece during this stage, and since the fitting
has screw threads at both ends, which keep the
piece level while you're drilling. You'll need to
drill two types of holes on these ocular pieces: vent
holes and rivet holes. Each of the little dots you
made when tracing the pattern are going to be one
type of hole or the other.
The vent holes are clustered in a pattern on the

Step 3

widest side of the ocular. Each hole will be 1/16-

Using a sharp marker, trace the
pattern onto the pipe fitting. Be sure to hold the

inch in diameter. Vent holes help prevent the

straight edge of the pattern tight against the bottom
edge of the threaded part of the pipe fitting, as

goggles from fogging up while you are wearing
them.

shown in the image on the left, and do not forget to
mark the holes. It should look like the image on

The rivet holes are the eight around the outer
edge, away from the threaded part. They should be

the right when you are done.

1/8-inch in diameter. These will hold the rivets that
hold on the gasket and keep the goggles together.
Yes, I know the pattern has nine rivet holes. The
end holes overlap and represent one hole on the
ocular.
Before you begin drilling the holes, place the
pipe fitting on a hard, firm surface, preferably one
you do not mind messing up. To help prevent the
drill bit from "walking" while you try to drill on a
curved surface, you will be punching a tiny dent at
every dot. This is where the center punch comes
into play.

Caution
Hint
After marking the pattem and holes, let the ink
dry for a few minutes to preuent your smudging it
all ouer the piece.

Wear a thick pair of leather gloues when using the
center punch.

Step

1
Hold the ocular with one hand to
prevent it from rolling. Hold the center punch
straight up and down, and press the point firmly on
one of the dots. When you push all the way down,
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the center punch will make a loud click and a tiny
dent in the wall of the pipe fitting. Repeat this step
for all the dots-on the pipe fitting.

Caution
You should already be wearing your safety
glasses. If not, put them on now, and keep
them on

Step

2

Now it's time to drill the vent holes.

(I drill the vent holes first for absolutely no reason
at all.) You will need a bench vise, a power drill,
and a 1I16-inch drill bit for metals (you will likely
break at least one of these, so make sure you have
spares) as well as a bit of leather or heavy cloth.
Put the leather or heavy cloth on the jaws of t~e
vise to keep them from tearing up or marring the
pipe fitting. Place the ocular in the vise with the
hole you plan on drilling facing up.

Hint
Be careful not to ouer-tighten the oise on the pipe
fitting; it will deform the shape of the pipe fitting.
Make it just tight enough to hold the fitting fi~mly.

Step 3

Put the 11l6-inch bit in your drill.

Place the tip of the bit into one of the little dents
you made for the vent holes. Be patient as you drill
these holes with a slow and steady pressure. Keep
the drill perpendicular to the pipe fitting, as shown
next. You will have to rotate the piece often to
access the other vent holes, always keeping the
drill perpendicular to the surface as you work.

Step

4
When you are done drilling all the
vent holes, switch to the 1I8-inch drill bit. Now
drill the rivet holes. Again, rotate the piece often
and keep the drill perpendicular to the surface.
This is important. When all those holes are drilled,
it should look like this:
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Alternative Tool: Drill Press

Of

course, if you have a drill press, drilling these
holes will be a lot easier. I bought a no-name
press from a discount tool place for $49 on
sale-in fact, it was so cheap, I bought two.
You can use a drill press to do all kinds of stuff
it was never intended to do. You can use it to
hold a buffing wheel, as a press to compress

Stage 3: Cut and Shape
the Oculars
You are now ready to cut out the oculars from the
pipe fitting. The best way to do this is with a band
saw. Fortunately, you can get one that will do the
job from a discount tool shop for not much money
(mine cost about $70).

fittings into place, and even as a mini-lathe. (I
might tell you about some of that later in some
of the other projects.)
If you have a drill press, you can drill the
holes by following these steps:
1. Rut a lIl6-inch metal-rated bit ih the
chuck of your drill press.
2. Place the pipe fitting on the table of the
drill press-the flat part of the drill press
that can be adjusted up and down. Adjust

Alternative Tool: Rotary Tool with
Cut-Off Wheel
You could use a rotary
tool with a cut-off wheel to cut the ocularswell, several cut-off wheels, because you will
break them and watch the pieces fly all over the
place. Make a series of connected straight cuts
on the fitting, and eventually you will cut it
into two pieces. That said, I believe using a
cut-off wheel for this is not worth the trauma.

the height of the work so the bit will

Trust me: spend a few dollars and buy the band
saw. You will be happy you did later, when you

penetrate about lI4-inch through the wall

use it for other projects.

of the pipe fitting. This saves wear on the
bit and makes it less likely to break.
3. Hold the pipe fitting firmly in place and
drill the vent holes. Apply a slow, steady
pressure and be patient. Mad Science takes

Caution
Keep your fingers out of the pipe while
cutting.

time.

4. When you have completed the vent holes,
change the bit to a lI8-inch metal-rated bit
and drill the rivet holes.

Step

1
Adjust the height of the guard on the
band saw to clear the top of the pipe fitting.

Step

Caution
When you're holding the pipe fitting on the
table, do not put your fingers inside the pipe.
That would be high on the big list of bad
ideas.

2

Wearing your safety glasses, use a
light metal-cutting blade to cut the pipe fitting into
two halves, between the edges of the pattern
tracings. Don't worry about following the lines at

this point; you just want to separate the two pieces,
as shown here. From now on, I'll refer to these
pieces as the "oculars," not the "pipe fitting."
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Alternative Tool: Aviation Snips
Most hardware and tool stores carry aviation
snips. These snips offer a great deal of leverage
and should cut the 22-gauge brass of the fitting
walls with no problem. Make the cuts just
barely inside of the pattern lines. Slow and
steady.

Step

4

Whether you made the cuts with a

band saw or aviation snips, the edges of your
oculars will be pretty rough. You will need to grind
and deburr the edge of each ocular. While you are
at it, you will need to clean the flash-the bits of
metal left from drilling and cutting-from the

Step 3

Now you are ready to make the finish

cuts along the edges of the two oculars. If you have

inside the oculars.

a band saw and are comfortable using it up close

Use a rotary tool to hit the cut edge with a
coarse grit, 1/2-inch sanding drum. Remove all the

and personal, cut along the pattern lines and
remove the excess material. Be careful-while
blade might be following the line on top, the

rough and sharp bits from the ocular. Use the
sanding drum to clean up the cut line and make it
smooth.

the

bottom of the pipe may be being cut incorrectly.
After you've trimmed the oculars, each one
should look like this:

Step

5

Change to a medium grit I/2-inch

drum and sand the edge again.

Step

6
Sand the inside of the vent and rivet
holes with the medium grit drum, making sure
they are nice and smooth (after all, these are
intended to go onto your face).
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7

Using I80-grit sandpaper, rough the

inside of both oculars.

If

you do not have a rotary tool, you can use an
emery board to clean up your cuts and even up

Step 8

Now use some 280-grit to clean up
the outside of the holes.

Step

Alternative Tool: Emery Board

the edges. Then use sandpaper to clean up the
holes and such. This is a lot more work,
however.

9

Using medium steel wool, polish the
outside of each ocular. This will make the pieces
all bright and shiny.

Stage 4: Paint the Insides
of Your Oculars
You will paint the inside of the oculars black to
keep glare from the shiny brass on the inside of
the goggles from obscuring your vision when you
wear them.

Step

1
Wrap some masking tape around the
outside of the oculars, including the threaded

areas. Make sure you can access the inside with
the spray paint. Trim off the extra tape with a
utility knife so it looks like this:

Alternative Tool: 3-inch Brass Wire
Wheel Remember that I said you could use
your drill press for other things besides drilling
holes? You might try putting a 3-inch brass
wire wheel in your drill press and using that to

"

buff up the surface of your oculars.

Note
Do this only if you feel really confident with
this method.

Step 2

Use flat black spray paint to cover the

entire inner surface of the oculars.

Step

10
Clean out any debris with a damp
cloth. You do not want any of the brass bits

remaining in your oculars, because these could get
in your eyes later when you wear them.

While the oculars are drying, it is time to work
on the gaskets. Let the paint dry completely before
you handle the pieces again.
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Step
Caution
I'm sure I don't need to tell you this, but I'm going
to anyway. Apply the spray paint only in a welluentiJatedplace and nowhere near an open
flame.

1
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Use your sharp marker and your

small hobby square to mark the flesh side of a
piece of jacket-weight leather into two strips,
2-by-8 inches each, as shown at the bottom of the
page.

Step

2

Use heavy scissors to cut out the two
strips of leather.

Stage 5: Cut and Stitch the
Gaskets for Your Oculars
The gaskets are needed to protect your face from
the metal edge of the goggle eyepieces. Select a
piece of jacket-weight leather in a color you think
will look really cool while you wear them around

Step 3

Cut two, 8-inch sections of 1/4-inch
diameter cord.

Step

4

Place a thin line of glue down the
center of each piece of leather on the flesh side.

the lab ordering minions to throw the switch.

Step 5

Place the 8-inch sections of cord on

each of the glue lines. Let this set long enough to
keep the cord from rolling about-10-15

minutes.

Note
The leather has a good side (the side eueryone
sees) and a flesh side (the side you don't usually
want eoeruone to see). This will be important to
know in this project and in general.

Step 6

Fold the leather in half lengthwise so

the cord is encased within.
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7

Now you'll stitch through the folded

leather along the edge of the cord. Using an awl

Whatever method you use, the finished pieces
should look like this:

or a very small hole-punch, make a series of tiny
holes just along the edge of the cord, each about
lI8-inch apart.

Step

8

Using a piece of heavy button thread,

approximately 30 inches long, thread a needle.
Run the needle through the first hole, and pull the
thread halfway through. Thread a needle with the
other end of the thread. Stitch the leather by
passing both needles through each hole from
opposite sides, as shown in the following image.
This very strong stitch leaves a nice, uninterrupted
line of stitching on the leather.

Stage 6: Attach the Gaskets
to the Oculars
The paint inside your oculars should be dry
enough to handle. I'll show you how to attach the
gaskets to the oculars. You might be thinking,
"How hard could it be?" but a few subtle things
worth noting will make the goggles look more
professional and fit better. The gaskets should be a
bit too long to go all the way around the oculars'
edges, and you will, of course, be cutting off some
of the excess.

Step

1

Place one of the leather gasket strips

on the table in front of you, lengthwise, with the
thicker edge containing the cord away from you.

Alternative Tools: Sewing Machine,
Lockstitch Sewing Awl If you have a
sewing machine that can handle leather, you
can sew the leather together using a zipper foot
to allow the stitch to get close to the cord. Run
the stitch the length of the leather.
A lockstitch sewing awl can also come in
handy for sewing leather. You can find them at
leather craft stores, fabric stores, and most
hardware stores. It is pretty simple to use and
comes with instructions.

Step

2

Measure about 3/4 inch in from the

right side and about 1/8 inch from the bottom
edge, and use your sharp marker to make a dot.

Step 3

Rotate the punches on your rotary
punch to the second smallest setting, and punch a
hole through both flaps where you just made that
dot. It should look like the following image.
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Figure 5-1 on your ocular hole pattern. From the
inside, insert a small brass rivet post into the hole.
Do not put a cap on it; this rivet is just to hold the
gasket in place for now.

Note
This next part is difficult to explain, so please bear
with me and pay attention to the pictures.

Step 6

Normally, you don't want to make

marks on the good or top side of the leather, but
sometimes there is no way around doing this, and
this is one of those times. When last we left our
ocular, it was sitting on the table with the gasket
barely started around it, as shown previously.
Leave it there. Guide the gasket edges to sandwich

Step

4
Place the ocular on a table with the
screw thread part down. Make sure the hole on the

the wall of the ocular for about an inch or so
around the ocular to make sure the end of the
gasket you intend to mark is at the correct angle.

tallest part of the ocular is facing you.

Step
Step 5

Separate the flaps of the leather
gasket. Then sandwich the wall of the ocular
inside the flaps of the gasket. Line up the hole you
made in the gasket with the top hole on the ocular:
let's call that hole number 1, as shown back- in

7

Place your small hobby square on the

table in front of the ocular with the line of the
upward straight edge passing through hole number
1, as shown here:
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Step

8
Use your sharp marker to mark the
gasket along the straight edge-but only on the
thick part containing the cord, like this:

Step

10

Remove the gasket from the ocular,

and cut it along the lines you just drew so the end
looks like this:

Step

9
To mark the flap that sandwiches the
ocular, you will draw a line down from the bottom
of the previous mark and toward the outside tip,
leaving plenty of room for the hole. Just make sure

Step

it looks something like this:

of the cord to keep it from showing too much.

11

Use a marker to color the white end

Step

12
Place the ocular on the table, and
use your marker to draw lines straight down from
each hole to the screw threads, like so:
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Step

13
Slide the gasket back onto the
ocular, as it was in step 3. Again, add a rivet post

in hole number 1 to hold the gasket in place, but
do not put a cap on it. Sandwich the ocular wall
between the flaps and push the gasket down so its
edges cover the next hole, overlapping it by a tiny
bit more than 1/8 inch. The line you drew on the
ocular indicates the location of the next hole. Mark
the spot where the hole is located by putting a dot
about 1/8 inch from the gasket's edge, just over the
line on the ocular, like this:

Hint
When you punch holes through the leather
gasket, make sure the bottom edges are flush and
that you are going through both pieces.

Step

16
Mark and punch the last hole, but
don't put a stud in it.

Step

14
Slide that section of the gasket off
while leaving the post in the hole number 1. Pivot
the gasket for better access, and punch a hole at
the mark you just made with the smallest punch on
your rotary punch. Slide the gasket back down to
line up the gasket hole with the ocular hole. Place
a post in this hole, without a cap.

Step

15
You can probably guess what will
happen next. Yes, you will do the same for the next
hole. It should look like the following image.
Continue doing this all the way around, except for

the last hole-not the overlap for hole number 1,
but the one before that: the penultimate hole, if
you will.

Note
You are going to cut off the extra bit, but don't just
start chopping away just yet.

Step

17

Remember when you put the gasket

at hole number 1, and marked where to cut the
end? Well, you are going to do the same thing on
this end. Take the stud out of hole number 1 and
the one next to it, and gently peel off the gasket, as
shown at the top of the next page.
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the flap the same way you did on the other end, to
make sure you have covered hole number 1, plus a
tiny bit to grab onto. Make sure.it all looks like the
image just shown before you cut it off. Take a look
at the illustration with step 22 to get another look
at this piece. When you're satisfied, cut it off.

Step

21

Don't forget to use the marker to

color the white part of the cord.

Step 22

Now sandwich the ocular wall at
hole number 1 with both ends of the gasket, and
put the post through both ends of the gasket. It

Step

18
Place the uncut end of the gasket
around tlie ocular, sandwiching the wall between

should like this:

the flaps just like before. Follow the line that
indicates the position of hole number 1, and at 1/8
inch from the edge-this is all very familiar, I'm
sure-use your marker to mark the hole location in
the uncut edge of the gasket.

Step

19
Use the rotary punch to punch the
last hole in the gasket, and replace the rivet post in
the hole. You're back at hole number 1.

Step 20

Place your small hobby square on

the table in front of the ocular, with the line of the
upward straight edge passing over hole number 1.
Mark only the part of the loose end of the gasket
containing the cord-yes,

just like before. Mark

Step

23

Now take out all the studs and

remove the gasket completely.

Step

24

Use some isopropyl alcohol and a
paper towel to remove the marker lines from the
ocular. Wrap the gasket around the ocular.
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Caution
fter uoiroe cut and punched both gaskets, be
careful to keep track of which gasket goes on
which ocular. And be sure you don't cut both
gaskets and its holes using the same ocular; the
holes won't match up on one of the oculars if you
do this.

Step

25

Repeat steps 1-24 for the other
ocular and gasket.

Step

26
Now you are ready to rivet the
gaskets to the oculars. Looking down from above,
with the threaded end of the ocular on the table,
working clockwise, you should count eight holes
all the way around. Make sure a small double cap

rivet stud is set in every hole-except for hole
numbers 1 and 5 (see Figure 5-1; I'm referring to
both hole number 5s)-and place a cap on each. (If
there is a post in hole 1 and/or 5, remove it.)

Step

27
Time to set your rivets. This can be
a bit tricky, because there is nothing supporting the
back of the rivet. Fret not, however, because there
are clever ways to get around this little setback. If

you happen to have an anvil, preferably one with a
small beak (the pointy bit of the anvil), place the
ocular over the beak with the rivet you intend to
assault facing straight up.

Step

28

Pick up your rivet setting tool.

Notice that one end is slightly concave. Place that
end on top the first rivet cap. Pick up your hammer
and give the top of the tool a good solid thwack,
like you can see me doing in the illustration. You
don't need to try and take the beak of the anvil off,
but do let the rivet know just who the mad scientist
is around here. Repeat this for all five remaining
rivets (no rivets in hole numbers 1 and 5,
remember).

Note
You can pick up a small anuil at a hardware or
tool store pretty cheap. You don't need a big
one-maybe only 10 or 20 pounds. An anuiJ wiJJ

prouide a great aduantage when you're working
on other projects. If the idea of an anuiJ that size
is a bit daunting, try a "mini" anuiJ that weighs
about a pound; you can find them online. They
are a great deal less expensiue to ship than the
heauyweights. You wilJ need to mount the anuiJ
to a table-or perhaps a tree stump if that's your
work sutjace of choice.
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Tools: Steel Pipe and
If you do not have an anvil, or if

you really did break the beak off your anvil
murdering your first few rivets, you can use a
piece of heavy steel pipe, at least 8 inches long
and at least 1 inch in diameter. Find two 2-by4s and place them flat on the table about 4
inches apart. Place the pipe section like a
bridge between the two pieces of wood. Add a
screw into each block of wood on both sides of
the pipe to keep the pipe from rolling around.
Remove one end of the pipe from the wood
block, and slide the ocular over the end and all
the way to the middle. Place the pipe back on
the wood blocks and between the screws. Then
hammer the rivets in the same fashion you
would if you had an anvil.

Step

29

Repeat steps 26 and 28 for the

second ocular.

Stage 7: Attach the
Nose Bridge
The nose bridge is the leather piece that goes
between the oculars and over your nose. The length
of this piece dictates the distance between the
oculars. If you have a wide face, make it a little
longer than stated here; if you have a quite narrow
face, make it a little shorter. Read through the
instructions, and hold it all up to your face before
you cut. This stage is almost too easy to explain,
but I will anyway.

Step

1

Cut a piece of the belt-grade leather

into strips 112 inch wide and about 2 feet long. Use
a ruler or some other long straight edge to mark
out your pieces on the back side of the leather, and
then use a pair of leather cutting scissors to cut the
strap-if you do not have leather scissors, use the
heaviest scissor you can get your hands on.

Hint
I used an old belt from a thrift store for the
goggles featured in the book. It happened to be
black, so you cannot easily see a black marker
on it. The good news is you can now buy siluer
markers that mark on black with ease. I highly
recommend them.

Alternative Tool: Strap Cutter
If
you have a strap cutter, your world will be a
much happier place. You can get one in any
leather craft shop or online. A couple different
types of strap cutters are available, and they
usually come with instructions written by
trained professionals. Please read those
instructions thoroughly and avoid the trauma of
the trial and error, and error, and first aid
method of learning. This tool will make strap
making an absolute breeze. Many of the
projects in this book have straps of some sort,
so your purchase will be money well spent.

Step 2

Cut a piece from the strap about
2 inches long.

Step

3
Use your rotary punch to place a hole
118 inch from each end of the nose bridge so it
looks something like this:

.

.••

I

.'
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Step
Hint
Wheneuer you cut a belt or strap, try cutting the
corners down just a bit. It will make the piece look
just a bit more ...intentional. / also might cut a
slight arch into one of the long sides of the nose
bridge. This giues the goggles a definite top and
bottom. The arch will fit directly ouer the nose.

7
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Place the hole on the other end of the

nose bridge over hole number 5 on the other
ocular. Make sure it is in the same position as the
hole on the first ocular. The nose bridge should
arch away from the face when you wear the
goggles.

Step

8
Now repeat the bit where you put the
rivet through the holes and all that. Whack the rivet

Step

4

Line up one of the holes on the nose

bridge with hole number 5 (remember when you

head. See how they are starting to look all goggle
like? They should look like this:

numbered the holes while fitting the gasket?) on
the ocular. Make sure the "flesh side" of the
leather nose bridge faces up and that the strap is
rotated so that it sticks out toward the front of the
ocular, past where the lens will be (see the next
image).

Step 5

Place a medium-size double-cap rivet
post though hole number 5 from the inside of the
ocular. Pass it through the hole in the gasket and
the hole on the end of the nose bridge. Put the cap
for a small rivet on the post, as shown here:

Stage 8: Attach the
Head Strap
This is where we make the strap that holds the
goggles onto your head. I will show you how to
add a buckle to a strap and to make the t?ngue
(that's the part with all the holes for adjusting the
fit). You might need these skills for other
projects-these

are good things to know anyway.

Note
Make sure you are measuring away from the
ends of the pieces when making all these holes.

Step

6

Place the ocular on the beak of your

anvil, or on the pipe, just as you did in the last
phase. Place the rivet setting tool on the cap and
whack it with the hammer.

.Steampunk
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Step

1
Cut two pieces from your 112-inch
leather strips, Cut one to 12 inches, and write a
small "B" on the flesh side. Cut the other one to

15 inches, and label it "T" on the flesh side.
Always remember to mark your leather on the
flesh side whenever possible.

Step

2

The ends of the ring strap should sandwich the
wall of the ocular inside hole number 1 and around
to the outside of the gasket. Make sure the ring
strap is not twisted, and that the top side of the
leather faces out. Place a large rivet cap on the top
of the post; it should look like this:

Then cut two more pieces at 2 inches

each. Remember what I said about cutting the
corners, too.

Step 3

Using your rotary punch, make a rivet

hole (to fit a large rivet) 1/8 inch from each end of
each ~fyour 2-inch pieces. These are your "ring
straps."

Step

4
Loop one of the ring straps through
one of the "D" rings, with the flat bit touching the

flesh side of the strap, so it all looks like this:

Step

6
Place the ocular on the anvil or pipe.
'Place your rivet setter on the cap, grab your
hammer, and give it a good whack.

Step
Step 5

7

Follow steps 4-6 for the other ring

strap and ocular. I hope you like doing this because
you will be doing it a lot.
Starting from the inside of one of the

brass oculars, add a post of a large double-cap rivet
in this order:
0'J

one of the end holes on the ring strap

0'J

the inside flap of the gasket

0'J

hole number 1 of the ocular

0'J

the outside flap of the gasket

'::0

the top side of the other hole of the ring strap

Hint
I'm going to interrupt things a bit here. The
next few steps walk you through how to put a
1/2-inch buckle on the end of a 1/2-inch leather
strap. This is pretty useful information,
to use straps on a lot Of my projects.

as I tend
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Grab the l2-inch strap labeled "B."

What Buckle?

Place a mark for a hole at 1/8 inch from one endthis will be the buckle end. Measure 3/4 inch from
that mark and make another mark. Measure 1/2

Take a good look at your buckle. The type of
buckle I recommend for this project has three
distinct parts. I probably have the names wrong,
but it's my book and I will call them what I want.
So there.

inch from that mark and make another mark. Then
measure 1/2 inch from that mark and make another
mark, and then, you guessed it, measure 1/2 inch
from that last one and make a mark. Now make
one more mark 3/4 inch from the very last mark.

• The prong is the part that sticks through the
holes on a belt.
• The bar is the bit on which the prong swivels.
• The frame is the thing that goes around the
outside. On many buckles, one section of the
frame is a bit thicker than the other. We will
call this the front of the frame.

You should have six marks on this end ofthe strap.

Hint
See the page after Appendix C with Figure 5-2 set
to scale so you can cut out and use as a pattern,
rather than making

the measurements
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So now that we have all that out of the way,
we can get on with putting the buckle on the end
of the B strap.

yourself.

Step

9
Set your rotary punch to the second
smallest sized hole, and punch holes at the six

Place the straight edge against the bottom of the

marks you just made.

two middle holes, but so you can see the holes.
Very slowly and carefully, cut along the straight

Step

1a

This is another tricky part. See

edge, connecting the two holes. Rotate the strap
180 degrees and place the straight edge along the

those two holes in the middle of the six you just
made? You are going to connect them. Grab
(carefully) a utility knife with a brand new, sharp

bottom of the holes again, and cut across like
before. You have now turned the two holes into a
slot. This end of the strap should look like Figure

blade and your ruler or a rigid straight edge. Place
the strap flat on the table, running left to right.

5-2 when finished.

CUT ON
DOTTEDUNES
-0-lI8"

(0

--0

3/4"

lI2"

o

1/2"

lI2"

(

)

3/4"

o

o

Dia ram No.2
Figure 5-2

Pattern for 1/2-inch strap buckle placement
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Step

11
Holding the buckle horizontal, put
the buckle end of the B strap through the back end
of the frame of the buckle. Stick the prong of the

buckle straight up and into the slot you cut into the
strap. Put the end of the strap down through the

Step

14
Use your sharp marker to mark the
location of two more holes in the buckle strap-

yes, I am going to tell you where they go. Mark
one hole 1/8 inch from the other end of the strap.

front part of the frame so it wraps around the bar.

Measure 1 1/2 inches from the center of the end
hole and make another mark. Punch rivet holes at
these two marks. This is now called the "D" ring

Step

Now there is, of course, more
riveting. Place the post of a medium double cap

end of this strap.

rivet through the good side of the hole just to the
front end of the slot. Wrap the strap around the bar
and put the tip of the stud through the back side of

Step

the hole on the other side of the slot. Put the

ocular "D" ring. Line up the two end holes on the
B strap, add a medium rivet stud through the good

12

riveted leather over the flat part on your anvil or
the top of a vise. Add a small cap and whack it.

Step

13

From the other end, slide a l/2-inch

15
From the outside, thread the "D"
ring end of the B strap through the "D" ring on
one of the oculars, wrapping the B strap around the

side and up through the back side of the other hole
on this end, and now, you guessed it, cap it and
whack it.

"D" ring up the length of the strap to the rivet just
behind the buckle. Make sure the round part is up
and the flat part is sandwiched between both
pieces of the leather strap. Pass another mediumsize rivet stud up through the hole in both pieces of
leather behind the "D" ring, trapping it between
the two rivets. Time to cap and whack. Again use a
small cap. Now you have a buckle on the end of a
strap. It should look like the next image. Please
make sure it does.

Step

16

On to the T strap. Make a hole 1/8

inch from the end-it does not matter which end
yet. Now make another hole 11/2 inches from the
center of the last hole. This is now the "D" ring
end of this strap.

Step 1 7 Measure 3 inches from the hole you
just made and make a mark. Measure 3/4 inch
from there and make another mark. Keep doing
this-measure
3/4 inch and make another markall the way to the end of the strap.

Step

18

Set your punch to the second to

largest hole size. Punch a hole at each of the marks
you just made. These holes are larger than the rivet
holes; the prong of the buckle will go through
them. Cut the end just after the last hole to a point
to make it easier to insert into the buckle.
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Step

19
Now you are going to attach the
"D" ring end of this B strap onto the ocular. It goes
on the exact same way as the other one, but I'm

Stage 9: Add the Lenses
(Finally)

going to tell you how to do it again just in case you
have forgotten. Thread the "D" ring end of the T

You need your piece of acrylic now, which you

strap through the "D" ring on the ocular from the

you have an industrial cutting laser, you probably
do not need me to tell you how to cut these discs.
So I will discuss a more low-tech method.

outside, wrapping around the ocular "D" ring. Line
up the two end holes, add a medium rivet stud
through the good side of the end hole, up through

will cut into two discs, 1 3/4 inch in diameter. If

the back side of the other hole on this end, and cap
it and whack it.
The straps are done! Are you getting excited
now that your goggles are near done and looking
like the image shown below?

Hint
The acrylic typically comes with a protectiue
plastic or paper coating. Resist the urge to peel
this off. It will keep the lenses from getting all
scratched up and make it easier to mark on.

Step

1
The easiest way to get this just right
is to acquire "Internet shipping" labels for your

printer. Use whatever art program (or a compass)
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you have to draw two, 1 3/4-inch diameter circles.
Make the line width small and print them onto the
labels. Peel off the label backing and stick them to
the acrylic sheet-both circles on the same side
and near the edge would be preferable. Trim off the
excess label so it looks like this:

Step 3

Clean up the edge with some sand
paper or a belt grinder.

Step

4

Peel the protective coating off the

5

That's it. You should now have a

lenses.

Step

lovely pair of lenses. Here's a pair made from
translucent red acrylic:

\'.
_//

Step

2

~

""'-~~

Clamp the acrylic piece on to the

edge of a table with, at most, half of a lens hanging
off the edge ofthe table. Use a coping saw to cut
out the lenses by following the edge of the circles.
Move and rotate the piece as needed, but keep
about half the circle on the table, as shown here:

Stage 10: Final Assembly
Step

1

Place the lenses inside the nut ends

of the ocular pieces (that you removed at the
beginning of the project).

Step

2

Screw the end nuts, the rims, onto

the oculars.

Step

3 It might seem a bit anticlimactic, but
that's it! Your goggles are done.

)
_o~~/,..

Note
A uariation of this goggles project-a
monocle-is
auailable for download
www.mhprofessional.com/steampunk.

at

